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THE MIDDLE MARKET INDICATOR (MMI) FROM THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE MIDDLE MARKET IS A 
QUARTERLY BUSINESS PERFORMANCE UPDATE AND ECONOMIC OUTLOOK SURVEY CONDUCTED AMONG 
1,000 C-SUITE EXECUTIVES OF COMPANIES WITH ANNUAL REVENUES BETWEEN $10MM AND $1B.

There are nearly 200,000 U.S. middle market businesses that represent 
one-third of private sector GDP, employing approximately 47.9 million 
WLVWSL��;OLZL�I\ZPULZZLZ�V\[WLYMVYTLK�[OYV\NO�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�JYPZPZ� 
(2007–2010 period) by adding 2.2 million jobs across major industry 
sectors and U.S. geographies, demonstrating their importance to the 
overall health of the U.S. economy. They are private and public, family 
owned, and sole proprietorships, geographically diverse, and span  
almost all industries. The health of these businesses and their respective 
outlook serve as a solid indicator for the greater U.S. economy as a  
whole. (See www.middlemarketcenter.org: “The Market that Moves 
(TLYPJH�¹�ZLTPUHS�YLZLHYJO�VU�[OL�KLÄUP[PVU��ZPNUPÄJHUJL��HUK�YVSL� 
of the middle market, Oct. 2011.)

How is the research conducted?
The MMI surveys 1,000 CEOs, CFOs, and other C-suite executives  
of America’s middle market companies on key indicators of past  
and future performance in revenues, employment, and allocation  
VM�JHZO��;OL�Z\Y]L`�HSZV�YLWVY[Z�TPKKSL�THYRL[�JVTWHU`�JVUÄKLUJL� 
PU�[OL�NSVIHS��<�:���HUK�SVJHS�LJVUVTPLZ�HUK�PKLU[PÄLZ�RL`�I\ZPULZZ�
JOHSSLUNL�HYLHZ��;OL�Z\Y]L`�^HZ�KLZPNULK�[V�HJJ\YH[LS`�YLÅLJ[� 
the nearly 200,000 U.S. businesses with revenues between $10MM  
and $1B, the lower and upper limits on middle market annual revenue.  
The quarterly survey is designed and managed by the National Center  
for the Middle Market.

Executive Summary
>P[O�[OL�ÄYZ[�X\HY[LY�VM���� �PU�[OL�IVVRZ��[OL�WLYMVYTHUJL�PUKPJH[VYZ�
from the U.S. middle market are somewhat mixed. At 8.7%, the 
average rate of year-over-year revenue growth is the second highest 
ever recorded by the Middle Market Indicator. Yet, compared to 2018, 
fewer companies indicate that revenue has increased from one year 
HNV��(KKP[PVUHSS �̀�[OL�U\TILY�VM�ÄYTZ�YLWVY[PUN�V]LYHSS�PTWYV]LTLU[�
in company performance dropped from 73% last quarter to 67% 
MVY�8����� ���(M[LY�MHSSPUN�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�H[�[OL�LUK�VM�������[OL�YH[L�VM�
employment growth has inched back up slightly to 5.6%, but it remains 
below the growth rates reported during most of 2018. As with revenue 
growth, the proportion of companies reporting year-over-year increases 
in the size of their workforce fell from last quarter. 

Despite challenges for some companies, the majority of middle market 
businesses are enjoying strong and healthy growth. This is particularly 
true in the services, healthcare, and wholesale trade industries, where 
both year-over-year revenue growth and employment growth rates are 
up compared to the last quarter. Growth in the construction industry is 
also steady. Other industries report more mixed returns, with a notable 
KYVW�VɈ�PU�YL[HPS�OPYPUN��WVZZPIS`�K\L�[V�ZLHZVUHSP[ �̀�

Future expectations, however, continue to soften across the middle 
market. The projected rates for both revenue growth and employment 
NYV^[O�V]LY�[OL�UL_[����TVU[OZ��HZ�^LSS�HZ�[OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�
indicating that revenue and the size of the workforce will increase in the 
year ahead, are down from three months ago. The Short Term Index, 
^OPJO�YLÅLJ[Z�L_WLJ[H[PVUZ�MVY�[OL�UL_[�[OYLL�TVU[OZ��OHZ�Z[HIPSPaLK�H[�
a much lower number than we saw during most of 2018. Perhaps more 
[LSSPUN��LJVUVTPJ�JVUÄKLUJL�SL]LSZ�ZSPWWLK�MVY�[OL�[OPYK�Z[YHPNO[�X\HY[LY��
HUK�MVY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL�PU�ZL]LYHS�`LHYZ��[OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�SLHKLYZ�ZH`PUN�
[OL`�^V\SK�ZH]L�HU�L_[YH�KVSSHY�HZ�VWWVZLK�[V�PU]LZ[�P[�YVZL�ZPNUPÄJHU[S �̀�

;OL�YVI\Z[�NYV^[O�ZLLU�[OYV\NOV\[�TVZ[�VM������OHZ�ÅH[[LULK·HSILP[�H[�
a high level. Many middle market companies are proceeding with more 
caution as we continue through 2019. Their innovative spirit and desire 
[V�YLHJO�UL^�J\Z[VTLYZ�^P[O�UL^�VɈLYPUNZ��OV^L]LY��YLTHPUZ�Z[YVUN��
*VTWHYLK�[V�SHZ[�`LHY��H�ZPTPSHY�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�������ZH`�[OL`�OH]L�
plans to expand into new domestic markets over the next 12 months, 
and 48% say they will be introducing a new product or service. Indeed, 
the proportion of revenue that middle market executives expect to spend 
on new product development is up from 8.3% last quarter to 9.8%, and 
this number is well above those reported over the last several years. 
Additionally, more than a third (35%) of companies expect the proportion 
VM�YL]LU\L�NLULYH[LK�MYVT�UL^�VɈLYPUNZ�[V�PUJYLHZL�V]LY�[OL�UL_[�`LHY��

Talent management and core business issues around maintaining 
growth remain the most cited challenges among middle market leaders. 
However, across the board, fewer executives are mentioning these 
issues when asked about challenges on an unaided basis. Leaders  
may be feeling less pressure to hire as growth stabilizes and the outlook 
turns cautious.
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Fewer companies report year-over-year revenue growth compared to last 
quarter, but the companies that are growing are doing so at a rapid clip. 
The average rate of growth accelerated to 8.7%, the second highest rate 
recorded by the MMI. Middle market companies with revenues between 
$50 million and $1 billion are driving the increase. However, the rate of 
YL]LU\L�NYV^[O�YLTHPUZ�ÅH[�MVY�SV^LY�TPKKSL�THYRL[�I\ZPULZZLZ��HUU\HS�
revenues between $10 million and $50 million). Just 67% of these 
smaller companies report increases in revenue growth over the past year 
JVTWHYLK�[V�� ��VM�JVYL�TPKKSL�THYRL[�ÄYTZ�HUK�����VM�\WWLY�TPKKSL�
THYRL[�ÄYTZ�� 
 
The smallest middle market companies are also least likely to project 
increases in revenue growth for the next 12 months; core middle market 
leaders are most optimistic. Overall, a smaller percentage of executives 
believe revenues will continue to increase, and the anticipated rate of future 
revenue growth has regressed to 5.4% from 5.9% three months ago.

About a quarter of middle market companies are aggressively increasing 
the size of their workforce (10%+ year-over-year employment growth). 
However, fewer companies fall into this category than did throughout 
2018. Additionally, the overall percentage of executives saying their 
workforces are larger today than one year ago dropped to 51% from  
55% last quarter. At 5.6%, the average rate of year-over-year employment 
NYV^[O�PZ�[OL�ZHTL�HZ�P[�^HZ�[OYLL�TVU[OZ�HNV��I\[�P[�PZ�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�SV^LY�
[OHU�[OL�ÄYZ[�[OYLL�X\HY[LYZ�VM������^OLU�P[�OV]LYLK�HYV\UK������

,_WLJ[H[PVUZ�MVY�M\[\YL�LTWSV`TLU[�NYV^[O�JVU[PU\L�[V�[HWLY�VɈ��
Compared to three months ago, fewer middle market leaders say they 
have plans to hire more people in the next 12 months. The 37% of 
ÄYTZ�[OH[�ZH`�[OL`�^PSS�PUJYLHZL�OPYPUN�^PSS�HKK�WLVWSL�TVYL�ZSV^S`"�[OL�
anticipated rate of employment growth, 3.4%, has declined for the third 
straight quarter. The historically low unemployment rate in the U.S. may  
IL�JVU[PU\PUN�[V�PUÅ\LUJL�WYVQLJ[PVUZ�

* 1Q numbers include only companies who have reported 1Q earnings  
results. Numbers change as more businesses report financial results.

Revenue Growth 
Growth resurges for some core and upper middle market firms 

Employment Growth 
Hiring stabilizes at a slower rate 

of middle market 
companies reported 
positive revenue growth.

of middle market 
companies expect  
to add jobs.
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4Q’18  7.9%         1Q’18  8.4%

4Q’18  5.4%        1Q’18  6.3%

4Q’18  2.5%         1Q’18  2.4%

4Q’18  4.7%      1Q’18  7.4%

4Q’18  5.9%        1Q’18  5.9%

4Q’18  3.8%        1Q’18  4.6%

4Q’18  1.1%         1Q’18  1.9%
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;OL�:OVY[�;LYT�4PKKSL�4HYRL[�PUKL_�YLÅLJ[Z�OV^�TPKKSL�THYRL[�
executives perceive market conditions in the short term, or over the next 
[OYLL�TVU[OZ��;OL�ZJVYL�JVTIPULZ�[OYLL�KPɈLYLU[�TL[YPJZ!�HU[PJPWH[LK�
sales, anticipated demand, and overall expectations for the business 
climate. After falling for two straight quarters, the index has stabilized,  
but it is well below the levels posted throughout most of 2017 and the  
ÄYZ[�[^V�X\HY[LYZ�VM������

A quarter of executives believe the business climate will be more 
favorable over the next three months. This represents an increase from 
the past two quarters, when 22% of leaders said the same, but it is 
well below its high point of 38% recorded at the beginning of 2017. 
Nevertheless, only one in 10 executives believes conditions will decline. 
Most believe the business climate will remain unchanged. 

Interestingly, the number of executives expecting an increase in demand 
over the next three months rose from 32% to 36%. However, the 
proposition of leaders anticipating an increase in sales in the short-term 
fell from 46% to 44%. All in all, most middle market executives foresee 
little change in key business metrics, at least in the short term. 

The vast majority of middle market leaders remain decidedly positive about 
LJVUVTPJ�JVUKP[PVUZ��I\[�SVJHS��UH[PVUHS��HUK�NSVIHS�JVUÄKLUJL�SL]LSZ�OH]L�
all been trending down since the middle of 2018. As usual, leaders remain 
the most positive about the situations in their own backyards, and nearly 
UPUL�V\[�VM����L_LJ\[P]LZ�YLWVY[�H�OPNO�KLNYLL�VM�JVUÄKLUJL�PU�[OLPY�SVJHS�
economies. They are least optimistic about global conditions. 

;OL�NYLH[LZ[�KLJSPUL�[OPZ�X\HY[LY�VJJ\YYLK�PU�UH[PVUHS�JVUÄKLUJL�
numbers, which fell from 86% to 80%. Companies in the West region are 
[OL�SLHZ[�JVUÄKLU[�PU�[OL�UH[PVUHS�LJVUVT`"�[OLZL�JVTWHUPLZ�HSZV�YLWVY[�
SV^LY�SL]LSZ�VM�JVUÄKLUJL�PU�[OL�NSVIHS�HUK�SVJHS�LJVUVTPLZ�JVTWHYLK�
to their peers located in other parts of the country.

Short Term Index 
Short-term performance expectations stabilize at a lower level

Economic Confidence 
Confidence continues to slip 

GLOBAL ECONOMY NATIONAL ECONOMY LOCAL ECONOMY

PAST 12 MONTHS

1Q’19

KEY FINDINGS
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Short Term Index is calculated by taking expected net positive change 
in business climate plus expected net positive change in demand plus 
expected net positive change in sales over the next 3 months.
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-VY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL�PU�TVYL�[OHU�[OYLL�`LHYZ��[OLYL�PZ�H�Z\IZ[HU[PHS�PUJYLHZL�
in the proportion of middle market leaders indicating that they would 
save an extra dollar as opposed to investing it. While investment-minded 
executives continue to outnumber the savers by a ratio of nearly two 
[V�VUL��[OL�ZOPM[�PU�U\TILYZ�[OPZ�X\HY[LY�TH`�IL�YLÅLJ[P]L�VM�V]LYHSS�
KLJSPUPUN�LJVUVTPJ�JVUÄKLUJL�HUK�H�TVYL�JH\[PV\Z�TPUKZL[�HZ�TPKKSL�
market leaders look to the future. With anticipated rates of future hiring 
declining, savers may potentially be holding back on investments in 
expanding the workforce. They also appear less inclined to put money 
into IT: the percentage of investors saying they would allocate an extra 
dollar to technology expenditures fell from 18% three months ago to 
13% this quarter.  

Middle market leaders are projecting less aggressive growth in both 
the short and long term. Fewer expect to hire, and those who do plan 
[V�Z[HɈ�\W�ZH`�[OL�YH[L�VM�LTWSV`TLU[�NYV^[O�^PSS�ZSV �̂�5L]LY[OLSLZZ��
talent management will be the number one internal challenge for 
L_LJ\[P]LZ�V]LY�[OL�UL_[����TVU[OZ��-VY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL��[HSLU[�PZZ\LZ�[PLK�
core business issues as the leading challenge in the short term: more 
[OHU�OHSM�������VM�L_LJ\[P]LZ�ZH`�[HSLU[��ZWLJPÄJHSS`�YL[HPUPUN�J\YYLU[�
employees, could be a headwind to growth over the next three months. 

Externally, core business issues, such as how to maintain growth and 
KLHS�^P[O�JOHUNPUN�THYRL[�JVUKP[PVUZ��YLTHPU�[OL�TVZ[�ZPNUPÄJHU[�
concern. Interestingly, fewer executives are mentioning these issues 
compared to three months ago. The percentage of leaders citing 
cost, competition, and economic concerns fell as well, and worry over 
governmental issues has trended down since mid- 2018. As overall 
growth rates begin to stabilize, executives may feel less pressure in 
some of the areas that have traditionally been most challenging.

Capital Investment 
More companies will put money aside 

Key Challenges 
Talent and maintaining growth remain top challenges

INTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. TALENT MANAGEMENT  45%
2. BUSINESS  39% 
3. COSTS  20%

EXTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. BUSINESS  29%
2. GOVERNMENT  19%
3. COSTS  19%
4. COMPETITION  17%  
5. ECONOMY  11%

INTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. BUSINESS  58%
2. TALENT MANAGEMENT  58% 
3. COSTS  19%

EXTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. BUSINESS  37%
2. GOVERNMENT  22% 
3. COMPETITION  20%
4. COSTS  18% 
5. ECONOMY  14%

ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT ALLOCATION

LONG TERM CHALLENGES (Next 12 months)SHORT TERM CHALLENGES (Next 3 months)
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*VTWHYLK�[V�������ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�TVYL�TPKKSL�THYRL[�SLHKLYZ�HYL�
anticipating an increase in their cost structure. This quarter, close to half 
(45%) of executives say they expect costs to increase, up from 37% 
who said the same at the end of 2018. The expected percentage change 
in costs is also up from last quarter, from 1.9% to 2.8%. Only one in 10 
companies projects that costs will decrease over the next 12 months. 

4VZ[�JVTWHUPLZ�HYL�JVUÄKLU[�PU�[OLPY�JHWHIPSP[PLZ�[V�THUHNL�JVZ[Z�
[OYV\NO�VWLYH[PUN�LɉJPLUJPLZ��OV^L]LY�THUHNPUN�OLHS[OJHYL�JVZ[Z�JHU�
IL�WHY[PJ\SHYS`�JOHSSLUNPUN��LZWLJPHSS`�MVY�\WWLY�TPKKSL�THYRL[�ÄYTZ��
5L]LY[OLSLZZ��[OL�THQVYP[`�VM�JVTWHUPLZ�ILSPL]L�[OLPY�WYVÄ[�THYNPUZ�^PSS�
YLTHPU�PU[HJ[��HUK�� ��VM�I\ZPULZZLZ�L_WLJ[�[V�ZLL�PUJYLHZLZ�PU�WYVÄ[�
margins at an average rate of 3.4%

Profit Margins & Cost Structure 
Costs will rise but profit margins will hold 

PAST 12 MONTHS

KEY FINDINGS
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2.3

3.2
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2%

0%

1Q’194Q’181Q’18 2Q’18 3Q’18

2.9 2.8

1.9

Profit Margin Cost Structure

The Q4 2018 MMI survey was used to explore digital transformation 
among middle market companies. Companies that are more 
advanced in digital transformation, we learned, grow substantially 
faster on average than laggards. This quarter, we learned that a 
strategic vision for digital transformation supports superior growth. 
(See Perspectives, p. 7.) 

But we also learned that the details of digitalization can drive  
growth as powerfully as the strategic vision, by asking a series 
of questions about analytics. The headline: Companies whose 
executives consider analytics to be extremely important are 25% 
more likely to have achieved double-digit growth last year than 
the average middle market company. Three out of ten of these 
companies grew 10% or more.

The use of analytics appears to be part of a trend in which spending 
on IT is increasingly focused on customer-facing activities, including 
understanding who’s-buying-what with more precision and detail 
[OHU�^HZ�WVZZPISL�ILMVYL��;OH[�PZ�UV[�[V�ZH`�[OH[�IHJR�VɉJL�KPNP[HS�
capabilities are being neglected. Indeed, security systems are 
[OL�TVZ[�JYP[PJHS�[LJOUVSVNPLZ��L_LJ\[P]LZ�ZH`·I\[�ZHSLZMVYJL�
management and analytics are not far behind. It appears that the 
largest middle market companies (annual revenues $100 million to $1 
IPSSPVU��HYL�SLHKPUN�[OL�JOHYNL���;OL�IPNNLZ[�ÄYTZ�HYL�HSTVZ[�[^PJL�HZ�
likely to say analytics is an extremely or very important technology 
capability than smaller middle market companies are. 

Spotlight 
Digital Pictures, Big and Small

3.2

Overall Importance of Analytics  
to Current Business

3.1
3.4 3.43.23.2

24% 30%

38% 37%

31% 27%

5% 5%2% 1%

Extremely important

Somewhat important

Very important

Not very important

Not at all important

Total MM Revenue  
Growth 10%+
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Roads to Growth 
Middle market executives are clearly less bullish than they were  
H�`LHY�HNV��:PUJL�[OL�ÄYZ[�X\HY[LY�VM�������[OL�WLYJLU[HNL�^OV�HYL�
OPNOS`�VY�]LY`�JVUÄKLU[�PU�[OLPY�SVJHS�LJVUVT`�MLSS�MYVT� ���[V����"�
JVUÄKLUJL�PU�[OL�<�:��LJVUVT`�KYVWWLK�MYVT�����[V����"�HUK�
JVUÄKLUJL�PU�[OL�NSVIHS�LJVUVT`�ZHUR�MYVT�����[V������-YVT� 
�����[OYV\NO������[OL�[YLUK�SPULZ�MVY�JVUÄKLUJL�OHK�NVUL�UV^OLYL� 
but up. Now they are nosing down.

Not so revenues, which grew 8.7%, the second-highest recorded in  
29 quarters of the MMI. And while job growth has been slowing, 5.6% 
 is robust and remains well within the range it has occupied for the last 
two years. Then why the less optimistic outlook? 

(�SVVR�PUZPKL�[OL�4PKKSL�4HYRL[�0UKPJH[VY�KH[H�Z\NNLZ[Z�H�ML^�JH\ZLZ·
and points the way to a few paths executives might follow to secure 
strong growth. Last quarter, we observed that negative outlook (as 
expressed in the Short Term Index) was unchanged, but positive  
outlook had fallen: “As of now, executives don’t see things getting 
worse; but fewer think things are getting better.” That outlook has  
now shown up in results, not just predictions. Asked about overall 
company performance, only 5% say performance deteriorated,  
which is the same as last quarter and the average for the last two  
years. But the percentage saying business improved dropped from  
73% to 67% compared to three months ago. Similarly, despite the  
near-record average growth rate, the percentage of companies  
reporting higher growth fell. And the percentage of companies  
reporting 5% or faster growth declined from 63 to 58.

This suggests that middle market executives are beginning to experience 
the environment economists have forecast, in which growth slows but 
does not turn negative. 

With less wind in their sails, executives will have to do more to propel 
growth on their own, a concept we explored in-depth in our DNA of 
4PKKSL�4HYRL[�.YV^[O�YLWVY[��;OL�YLWVY[�PKLU[PÄLZ�[OL�TVZ[�PTWVY[HU[�
growth drivers within management’s control and shows how the fastest-
growing middle market companies assemble those drivers to fuel their 
Z\JJLZZ��*VTWHUPLZ�JHUUV[·VY�^PSS�UV[·HJOPL]L�NYV^[O�NVHSZ�Q\Z[� 
by adding more muscle: With unemployment negligible and wage costs 
rising, middle market hiring forecasts have fallen in each of the last  
four quarters and are the lowest they have been in two years. Nor do the 
data show a surge in capital spending, which might be a way to increase 
output whatever the number of workers. 

With some quarterly variation, the percentage of companies that say they 
added a new plant or facility in the previous year has long held steady, at 
about twenty; in fact, it declined to 17% this quarter. Instead of adding to 
OLHKJV\U[�VY�I\`PUN�LX\PWTLU[��L_LJ\[P]LZ�^PSS�ULLK�[V�ÄUK�WYVK\J[P]P[`�
gains by developing the skills of the workforce they have and improving 
management processes, both of which show up in the DNA growth 
drivers report.

Innovation is another proven driver of growth. Indeed, investment in R&D 
has been trending slowly up. It reached a record high, 9.8% of revenue, 
PU�[OL�ÄYZ[�X\HY[LY�VM���� ��;OPZ�JVTWHYLZ�[V�HU�H]LYHNL�VM������MVY�[OL�
WYL]PV\Z�MV\Y�`LHYZ·H�Z\IZ[HU[PHS�PUJYLHZL��0[�HWWLHYZ�[OH[�JVTWHUPLZ�
have shifted the mix of R&D, too, and are placing more emphasis on 
entirely new products and services, as opposed to improvements in 
L_PZ[PUN�VɈLYPUNZ��;OL�SH[[LY�PZ�Z[PSS�^OLYL�L_LJ\[P]LZ�L_WLJ[�[V�ZLL�[OL�
biggest impact from innovation spending, but it has declined quite a bit 
YLSH[P]L�[V�[OL�PTWHJ[�VM�UL^�VɈLYPUNZ��

Exploring and exploiting the opportunities of digitalization appears 
[V�IL�HUV[OLY�WH[O�[V�NYV^[O·HUK�HU�LZWLJPHSS`�YL^HYKPUN�VUL��;OPZ�
quarter we asked executives, “Is your organization’s digital vision clear 
and comprehensive, widely understood, and used to guide strategic 
decisions?” People who agreed with that statement lead companies 
whose average annual growth rate was 10.5% Companies whose 
leaders were neutral or disagreed grew 6.0%. The digitally driven added 
jobs more than twice as fast as the others: 7.3% vs 3.1%. The pattern 
holds in all industries: The road to growth is paved with 1s and 0s. As 
TPKKSL�THYRL[�L_LJ\[P]LZ�JVUMYVU[�^OH[�[OL`�ILSPL]L�^PSS�IL�H�ZSV^PUN·
I\[�Z[PSS�NYV^PUN·LJVUVT �̀�[OL`�HYL�WSHJPUN�[OLPY�IL[Z�VU�PU]LU[PUN�
new products and services, and harnessing technology to improve both 
revenue and costs.

Perspectives
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THE MIDDLE MARKET INDICATOR (MMI) FROM THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE MIDDLE MARKET IS A 
QUARTERLY BUSINESS PERFORMANCE UPDATE AND ECONOMIC OUTLOOK SURVEY CONDUCTED AMONG 
1,000 C-SUITE EXECUTIVES OF COMPANIES WITH ANNUAL REVENUES BETWEEN $10MM AND $1B.

There are nearly 200,000 U.S. middle market businesses that represent 
one-third of private sector GDP, employing approximately 47.9 million 
WLVWSL��;OLZL�I\ZPULZZLZ�V\[WLYMVYTLK�[OYV\NO�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�JYPZPZ� 
(2007–2010 period) by adding 2.2 million jobs across major industry 
sectors and U.S. geographies, demonstrating their importance to the 
overall health of the U.S. economy. They are private and public, family 
owned, and sole proprietorships, geographically diverse, and span  
almost all industries. The health of these businesses and their respective 
outlook serve as a solid indicator for the greater U.S. economy as a  
whole. (See www.middlemarketcenter.org: “The Market that Moves 
(TLYPJH�¹�ZLTPUHS�YLZLHYJO�VU�[OL�KLÄUP[PVU��ZPNUPÄJHUJL��HUK�YVSL� 
of the middle market, Oct. 2011.)

How is the research conducted?
The MMI surveys 1,000 CEOs, CFOs, and other C-suite executives  
of America’s middle market companies on key indicators of past  
and future performance in revenues, employment, and allocation  
VM�JHZO��;OL�Z\Y]L`�HSZV�YLWVY[Z�TPKKSL�THYRL[�JVTWHU`�JVUÄKLUJL� 
PU�[OL�NSVIHS��<�:���HUK�SVJHS�LJVUVTPLZ�HUK�PKLU[PÄLZ�RL`�I\ZPULZZ�
JOHSSLUNL�HYLHZ��;OL�Z\Y]L`�^HZ�KLZPNULK�[V�HJJ\YH[LS`�YLÅLJ[� 
the nearly 200,000 U.S. businesses with revenues between $10MM  
and $1B, the lower and upper limits on middle market annual revenue.  
The quarterly survey is designed and managed by the National Center  
for the Middle Market.

Executive Summary
Halfway through 2019, growth in the middle market is decidedly strong. 
Year-over-year revenue growth remains high at an 8.5% rate, with more 
[OHU�[OYLL�X\HY[LYZ�VM�ÄYTZ�������YLWVY[PUN�NHPUZ�V]LY�[OL�WHZ[����
TVU[OZ��5LHYS`�[^V�V\[�VM�Ä]L�ÄYTZ�������HYL�NYV^PUN�HNNYLZZP]LS �̀�
reporting revenue growth rates of 10% or more. The employment growth 
rate picked up to 6.4%, following a slight slowdown over the past two 
quarters, with 55% of all middle market companies saying they expanded 
[OLPY�OLHKJV\U[�HUK�����VM�ÄYTZ�ZH`PUN�[OLPY�^VYRMVYJL�NYL^�I`�����VY�
more compared to one year ago. For nearly all companies, the new order 
pipeline looks the same as or better than it did one year ago and fewer 
[OHU�VUL�V\[�VM����ÄYTZ�L_WLJ[�ZHSLZ�VY�KLTHUK�[V�KL[LYPVYH[L��H[�SLHZ[�
in the short-term. The majority of middle market leaders say they have 
HJJLZZ�[V�Z\ɉJPLU[�^VYRPUN�HUK�PU]LZ[TLU[�JHWP[HS��

;OL�ZLU[PTLU[�U\TILYZ��OV^L]LY��WHPU[�H�ZVTL^OH[�KPɈLYLU[�WPJ[\YL��
After rising steadily since mid 2017, the proportion of leaders saying 
overall company performance is better today compared to one year ago 
dropped notably last quarter to 67% and remained fairly consistent this 
X\HY[LY�H[������*VUÄKLUJL�PU�[OL�LJVUVT`�PZ�VɈ�[OL�OPNOZ�YLJVYKLK�
in early 2018. Leaders appear particularly apprehensive about the 
next three months: Fewer companies expect the business climate to 
improve next quarter, driving the Short Term Middle Market Index down 
ZPNUPÄJHU[S �̀�0U�HKKP[PVU��[OL�WLYJLU[HNL�VM�SLHKLYZ�ZH`PUN�[OL`�^V\SK�
save an extra dollar as a cushion, perhaps to weather a future economic 
downturn, continues to increase. 

Despite these cautious attitudes, it appears that, at least for the time 
being, key growth behaviors will not change. Similar proportions of 
companies continue to say they will launch a new product or service or 
expand into a new domestic market in the next 12 months. And most 
companies expect continued revenue growth over the next 12 months, 
albeit at slightly slower rates than they projected during most of 2018. 
Projections for the rate of future employment growth jumped more than 
VUL�M\SS�WVPU[��MYVT������SHZ[�X\HY[LY�[V������^P[O�[^V�V\[�VM�Ä]L�ÄYTZ�
saying they will add people over the next year.  

In line with historical trends, the largest middle market companies with 
revenues between $100 million and $1 billion are growing the fastest, 
^P[O�HJX\PZP[PVUZ�HJJV\U[PUN�MVY�H�SHYNL�WHY[�VM�[OL�KPɈLYLUJL�PU�NYV^[O��
(See Spotlight, p. 6.) From an industry perspective, construction boasted 
a year-over-year revenue growth rate of 11.5%, up from 10.8% last 
quarter, along with an employment growth rate of 10.6%, up from 7.6% 
last quarter. These numbers may be driven by the busy building season. 
4HU\MHJ[\YPUN��I\ZPULZZ�ZLY]PJLZ��HUK�ÄUHUJPHS�ZLY]PJLZ�ÄYTZ�HSZV�
reported strong growth numbers this quarter. 

As companies start the second half of 2019, talent issues will remain 
a key challenge, especially with many companies looking to add to 
[OLPY�Z[HɈZ��>P[O�\ULTWSV`TLU[�HSYLHK`�]LY`�SV �̂�ML^LY�JVTWHUPLZ�
expect continued tightening in the labor market, but middle market 
ÄYTZ�ZH`�[OL`�^PSS�Z[PSS�Z[Y\NNSL�^P[O�OPYPUN�HUK�YLJY\P[PUN��ZRPSSZ�NHW�
PZZ\LZ��HUK�YL[HPUPUN�Z[HɈ��9LN\SH[PVUZ�JVU[PU\L�[V�OH]L�H�ULNH[P]L�
PTWHJ[�VU�TVZ[�TPKKSL�THYRL[�ÄYTZ�HUK�THU`�JVTWHUPLZ�HYL�Z[PSS�PU�[OL�
process of preparing for changing tax laws and regulatory requirements. 
Companies also see risk increasing, and managing that risk can be a 
challenge, especially when it comes to cybersecurity. Compared to three 
months ago, more companies are placing greater importance on risk 
THUHNLTLU[��LZWLJPHSS`�ÄYTZ�H[�[OL�OPNOLY�LUK�VM�[OL�YL]LU\L�ZWLJ[Y\T�

>OL[OLY�VY�UV[�HU�LJVUVTPJ�ZSV^KV^U�PZ�PUKLLK�VU�[OL�OVYPaVU��P[�
appears that some middle market leaders are at least considering the 
possibility, particularly in the short-term. For now, however, it is business 
as usual with the majority of companies planning on continued growth 
and preparing to tackle the challenges that will come with it.
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After declining slightly last quarter, the proportion of middle market companies 
reporting year-over-year revenue growth rebounded to 77%, on par with 
U\TILYZ�ZLLU�[OYV\NOV\[�������(IV\[�[^V�V\[�VM�Ä]L�������VM�[OLZL�
companies reported growth of 10% or more for the past 12 months. Overall, 
the middle market growth rate remains strong at 8.5%, with upper middle 
market companies growing the fastest. Construction companies reported the 
strongest bump in growth rate. Middle market manufacturers also reported 
an increase in the rate of growth while services and healthcare companies 
continue to report strong numbers.

>P[O�[OL�L_JLW[PVU�VM�[^V�X\HY[LYZ�V]LY�[OL�WHZ[�ZL]LU�`LHYZ��TPKKSL�THYRL[�
executives have consistently underestimated and overdelivered when it 
comes to future growth projections. More than half (52%) of middle market 
businesses believe growth will continue over the next year, while just 8% see 
it declining. Compared to last quarter, estimates for the rate of growth have 
remained consistent at 5.4%. Upper middle market companies report the 
strongest future growth rate projections at 6.2%. 

Over the past 12 months, 55% of middle market companies added new 
QVIZ�^OPSL�Q\Z[�����KLJYLHZLK�[OL�ZPaL�VM�[OLPY�^VYRMVYJL��@LHY�V]LY�
year employment growth rose from 5.6% last quarter to 6.4%. Growth 
PZ�ILPUN�KYP]LU�I`�TVYL�ÄYTZ�OPYPUN�TVYL�HNNYLZZP]LS`!�;OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�
companies increasing the workforce by 10%+ rose from 26% last quarter 
[V������>OPSL�\WWLY�TPKKSL�THYRL[�JVTWHUPLZ�YLWVY[�[OL�MHZ[LZ[�YH[L�
of employment growth, companies with less than $100 million in annual 
YL]LU\LZ�ZOV^LK�ZPNUPÄJHU[�NHPUZ�[OPZ�X\HY[LY��*VUZ[Y\J[PVU�JVTWHUPLZ�
report the strongest gains in employment, as one would expect given the 
industry’s revenue growth. 

After declining for three straight quarters, projections for future 
LTWSV`TLU[�NYV^[O�HYL�\W�ZPNUPÄJHU[S �̀�*VTWHYLK�[V�SHZ[�X\HY[LY��TVYL�
companies say they will hire over the next 12 months, and the 41% of 
ÄYTZ�[OH[�L_WLJ[�[V�HKK�QVIZ�HU[PJPWH[L�H�NYV^[O�YH[L�VM�������4HU`�VM�
[OLZL�ÄYTZ�^PSS�IL�OPYPUN�ZVVULY�YH[OLY�[OHU�SH[LY!�����VM�JVTWHUPLZ�ZH`�
the workforce will increase in the short-term. 

*2Q numbers include only companies who have reported 2Q earnings  
results. Numbers change as more businesses report financial results.

Revenue Growth 
Growth remains stable at high levels 

Employment Growth 
Hiring rates rebound 

of middle market 
companies reported 
positive revenue growth.

of middle market 
companies expect  
to add jobs.

2Q’19

77%

2Q’19

41%

2Q’18

75%

2Q’18

46%

8.5%

6.4%

2.3%

5.2%*

5.4%

4.8%

1.0%

PAST 12 MO.

PAST 12 MO.

LARGE CORP.

PAST 12 MO.

NEXT 12 MO.

NEXT 12 MO.

SMALL BUS.

MIDDLE MARKET

MIDDLE MARKET

ADP (Past 12 Mo.)

S&P 500

2Q’19

2Q’19

2Q’19

2Q’19

2Q’19

2Q’19

2Q’19

1Q’19  8.7%         2Q’18  7.4%

1Q’19  5.6%         2Q’18  6.7%

1Q’19  2.3%         2Q’18  2.9%

1Q’19  3.3%         2Q’18  8.3%

1Q’19  5.4%         2Q’18  5.9%

1Q’19  3.4%         2Q’18  4.8%

1Q’19  1.0%         2Q’18  1.0%
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(M[LY�KLJSPUPUN�MVY�[^V�X\HY[LYZ��TPKKSL�THYRL[�SLHKLYZ»�JVUÄKLUJL�
in both the national and local economies inched back up this quarter. 
.SVIHS�JVUÄKLUJL�SL]LSZ��OV^L]LY��JVU[PU\LK�[OLPY�KV^U^HYK�[YLUK��
perhaps due to a combination of geopolitical tensions and trade battles. 
([�� ���NSVIHS�JVUÄKLUJL�PZ�H[�[OL�SV^LZ[�SL]LS�YLWVY[LK�ZPUJL�[OL�LUK�VM�
������[OV\NO�P[�YLTHPUZ�^LSS�HIV]L�JVUÄKLUJL�SL]LSZ�YLWVY[LK�IL[^LLU�
2012 and most of 2016. 

>OPSL�UH[PVUHS�HUK�SVJHS�ZLU[PTLU[�PZ�JSLHYS`�I\SSPZO��^P[O�JVUÄKLUJL�
rates of 82% and 89% respectively), these numbers remain somewhat 
VɈ�[OL�OPNOLY�SL]LSZ�YLWVY[LK�PU�LHYS`�������(SS�[OYLL�TL[YPJZ��NSVIHS��
UH[PVUHS��HUK�SVJHS�JVUÄKLUJL��HYL�Z[PSS�^LSS�HIV]L�[OL�H]LYHNL�YH[LZ�
calculated over the seven-and-a-half-year history of the MMI.

Short Term Index 
Business climate perceptions deteriorate

Economic Confidence 
Confidence remains below all-time highs 

GLOBAL ECONOMY NATIONAL ECONOMY LOCAL ECONOMY

PAST 12 MONTHS

2Q’19

KEY FINDINGS
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Short Term Index is calculated by taking expected net positive change 
in business climate plus expected net positive change in demand plus 
expected net positive change in sales over the next 3 months.

In contrast to the strong growth in both revenue and employment and 
healthy expectations for increased sales and demand, middle market 
leaders have a somewhat pessimistic view about the short-term business 
JSPTH[L��;OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�L_WLJ[PUN�H�TVYL�MH]VYHISL�I\ZPULZZ�
JSPTH[L�V]LY�[OL�UL_[�[OYLL�TVU[OZ�MLSS���WVPU[Z�MYVT�SHZ[�X\HY[LY�[V������
^LSS�ILSV^�[OL�OPNO�VM�����YLJVYKLK�H[�[OL�Z[HY[�VM�������([�[OL�ZHTL�
time, the proportion of leaders expecting a less favorable business climate 
jumped to 12%, the highest number recorded by the MMI. 

;OLZL�ÄN\YLZ�KYV]L�H�KLJSPUL�PU�[OL�:OVY[�;LYT�4PKKSL�4HYRL[�0UKL_��
down to 69 from 75 last quarter and 100 a year ago. In addition to 
WLYJLP]LK�I\ZPULZZ�JSPTH[L�MVYLJHZ[Z��[OL�0UKL_�ZJVYL�YLÅLJ[Z�SLHKLYZ»�
expectations for sales and demand in the short-term. Interestingly, and 
despite growing concerns related to the overall business environment, the 
proportion of executives foreseeing increased sales over the next three 
months is up from 44% last quarter to 48%. (At the same time however, 
a higher-than-before number sees sales softening.) The proportion of 
companies expecting increased demand in the short-term rose marginally 
MYVT�����[V������;OLZL�NHPUZ��OV^L]LY��^LYL�UV[�LUV\NO�[V�Z[VW�[OL�
0UKL_»Z�V]LYHSS�ZSPKL��>OPSL�[OL�ZJVYL�YLTHPUZ�HIV]L�[OL�SV^LZ[�THYRZ�
recorded during the second half of 2015, the downward trajectory over the 
past year indicates that at least some middle market leaders see warning 
ZPNUZ�VU�[OL�OVYPaVU��
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*VTWHYLK�[V�[OL�LUK�VM�������ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�TVYL�TPKKSL�THYRL[�SLHKLYZ�
say they would save an extra dollar as opposed to investing it. Last 
X\HY[LY�^L�ZH^�[OL�ÄYZ[�ZPNUPÄJHU[�PUJYLHZL�PU�[OPZ�TL[YPJ�ZPUJL�TPK�������
;OPZ�X\HY[LY��[OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ZH]LYZ�Q\TWLK�VUJL�HNHPU��MYVT�����
[OYLL�TVU[OZ�HNV�[V�����[VKH �̀�7LYOHWZ�TVYL�[LSSPUN��[OL�WLYJLU[HNL�
of savers saying they would put the cash into a war chest for future 
investments declined, while those intending to hold onto the money as 
a cushion rose. That said, a clear majority of middle market companies 
������YLTHPU�PU]LZ[TLU[�VYPLU[LK�HUK�^PSSPUN�[V�W\[�L_[YH�KVSSHYZ�IHJR�
into the business right away. The leading areas for investment continue 
to be plant and equipment expenditures, followed closely by IT. 

>P[O�L_WLJ[H[PVUZ�MVY�M\[\YL�OPYPUN�\W�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�[OPZ�X\HY[LY�HUK�H�NYLH[LY�
percentage of companies adding jobs at a rate of 10% or more, it’s not 
surprising that talent issues remain a top internal challenge for middle 
THYRL[�SLHKLYZ�PU�IV[O�[OL�ZOVY[�HUK�SVUN�[LYT��9L[LU[PVU�HUK�[\YUV]LY�
HYL�[OL�U\TILY�VUL�JVUJLYUZ��HZ�JVTWHUPLZ�ZLLR�[V�OVSK�VU�[V�[OL�Z[HɈ�
they have rather than try to hire in a tight labor market. There are fewer 
unemployed candidates and this, in turn, may lead to more aggressive 
WVHJOPUN�HZ�JVTWHUPLZ�SVVR�MVY�^H`Z�[V�^VV�X\HSPÄLK�LTWSV`LLZ��PUJS\KPUN�
those who may not be actively looking. 

Externally, companies continue to be most concerned with core business 
issues and sales growth in particular. To help drive that growth, nearly half  
of companies (48%) have plans to introduce a new product or service 
over the next 12 months and 44% say they will expand into new domestic 
THYRL[Z��*VUJLYUZ�YLSH[LK�[V�JVZ[Z�HWWLHY�[V�IL�[HWLYPUN�VɈ��*VTWHYLK�
to the last several quarters, similar proportions of companies continue 
to mention the government, competition, and the economy as long-term 
external challenges. 

Capital Investment 
Saving is on the rise 

Key Challenges 
Talent and growth challenges persist

INTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. TALENT MANAGEMENT  45%
2. BUSINESS  38% 
3. COSTS  14%

EXTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. BUSINESS  32%
2. GOVERNMENT  20%
3. COMPETITION  17%
4. COSTS  14%  
5. ECONOMY  10%

INTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. BUSINESS  60%
2. TALENT MANAGEMENT  60% 
3. COSTS  19%

EXTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. BUSINESS  34%
2. GOVERNMENT  25% 
3. COMPETITION  22%
4. COSTS  16% 
5. ECONOMY  11%

ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT ALLOCATION

LONG TERM CHALLENGES (Next 12 months)SHORT TERM CHALLENGES (Next 3 months)
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Acquisitions 

Other

15%14%
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2%6%

18%
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2Q’19

63%
WILL 

INVEST



-L^LY�[OHU�VUL�V\[�VM�Ä]L�TPKKSL�THYRL[�SLHKLYZ�JP[L�JVZ[Z�^OLU�HZRLK�
to name their top business challenges. However, when directly asked 
about their company’s cost structure, nearly half (49%) say they expect it 
to increase over the next 12 months. This percentage has been rising over 
the past several quarters. Additionally, the expected percentage change in 
JVZ[Z�Q\TWLK�UV[HIS`�[OPZ�X\HY[LY��[V������MYVT������[OYLL�TVU[OZ�HNV��
Indeed, expected cost structure increases are greater than the expected 
PUJYLHZLZ�PU�WYVÄ[�THYNPUZ��[OL�SH[[LY�VM�^OPJO�PUJOLK�\W�MYVT������[V�
�����V]LY�[OL�WHZ[�[OYLL�TVU[OZ��

One reason why increasing costs do not appear to be causing great  
alarm is that many companies plan to pass on those costs in the form of 
price increases: 55% say they are planning to raise prices within the next 
three months. Additionally, the majority of middle market leaders (52%) 
ZH`�[OLPY�ÄYTZ�HYL�]LY`�NVVK�VY�L_JLSSLU[�H[�JVU[HPUPUN�JVZ[Z�[OYV\NO�
VWLYH[PVUHS�LɉJPLUJ �̀

Profit Margins & Cost Structure 
Costs will rise more quickly than profit margins 

PAST 12 MONTHS

KEY FINDINGS
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Profit Margin Cost Structure

Over the past few years, one of the most consistent observations  
is that larger middle market companies grow faster than smaller 
ones. Since the beginning of 2015, for example, the annual growth 
rate for the upper middle market (companies with revenues between 
$100 million and $1 billion) has been 8.4%, vs. 6.8% for the lower 
middle market (companies with revenues between $10 million  
HUK�����TPSSPVU���/V^�T\JO�VM�[OPZ�KPɈLYLUJL�TPNO[�IL�L_WSHPULK�I`�
mergers and acquisitions? Quite a lot, it turns out. 

>L�PZVSH[LK�JVTWHUPLZ�[OH[�OHK�UV[�LUNHNLK�PU�4(�PU�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�
year and compared their growth during that period to that of the  
[V[HS�ZHTWSL��5LHYS`�OHSM�[OL�NYV^[O�KPɈLYLUJL�L]HWVYH[LZ�^OLU�^L�
look at organic growth alone. In the total sample, the upper middle 
THYRL[�NYL^�������MHZ[LY�[OHU�[OL�SV^LY"�HTVUN�[OL�VUS`�VYNHUPJ�
NYV^LYZ��[OL�KPɈLYLUJL�PZ�������

Spotlight 
Organic and inorganic growth

3.2

3.1
3.53.43.23.2

4(�PZ�H�[VVS�[OH[�PZ�TVYL�H]HPSHISL�[V�IPN�JVTWHUPLZ�[OHU�ZTHSS�
ones. They have greater means, both monetary and managerial—
easier access to the capital needed for deal making, larger executive 
teams, and more sophisticated outside advisors. The upper middle 
market may also have more motive, being at a stage where moving 
PU[V�UL^�THYRL[Z�VY�HKKPUN�UL^�VɈLYPUNZ�PZ�TVYL�LHZPS`�KVUL�
inorganically. In addition, they have more opportunity, since smaller 
JVTWHUPLZ�I`�KLÄUP[PVU�HYL�SLZZ�SPRLS`�[V�ÄUK�[HYNL[Z�ZTHSSLY�[OHU�
they themselves are. 

5V[L��OV^L]LY��[OH[�4(�KVLZU»[�L_WSHPU�HSS�[OL�KPɈLYLUJL�PU�
NYV^[O·H�SP[[SL�TVYL�[OHU�OHSM�T\Z[�IL�SHPK�H[�KPɈLYLU[�KVVYZ[LWZ��
One likely candidate: digital transformation. Data from the Center 
shows that digital transformation is accelerating growth in the middle 
market, and upper middle market companies say they are more 
advanced digitally than smaller ones. 

1Q 2015 - 2Q 2019 Total  
Middle Market

Lower MM  
$10-$50MM

Core MM  
$50-$100MM

Upper MM  
$100MM-$1B

Average Growth Rate  
All Companies

7.4% 6.8% 7.6% 8.4%

Average Growth Rate,  
Companies with No M&A  
in Previous 12 Months 

6.6% 6.3% 6.6% 7.1%
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Uncertainty … or doubt? 
7YLZPKLU[�/HYY`�;Y\THU�Z\WWVZLKS`�QVRLK�[OH[�OL�^HU[LK�[V�ÄUK�H� 
one-handed economist, because “All my economists say, ‘On the one 
hand,’ then ‘but on the other.’” People looking for clear economic signals 
from the middle market are likely to be as frustrated as Truman was.

On the one hand: American middle market companies have reported 
IHJR�[V�IHJR�X\HY[LYZ�VM�IHUN�\W�YL]LU\L�NYV^[O!�������HUU\HSPaLK��
this quarter following 8.7% in the one before. Of the four highest-growth 
quarters in the MMI’s seven-and-a-half-year history, three have come  
in the last 12 months. Nearly four out of 10 companies grew more  
than 10%. Similarly, the employment growth rate, 6.4%, is tied for the 
third-highest in MMI history. Even manufacturing—a soft spot in the 
overall economy—is strong in the middle market, with revenue  
up 10.1% year-over-year. If you look at hard numbers, this long 
economic expansion still shows plenty of life, at least among middle 
market companies.

On the other: The short-term index, a predictor of performance in the 
next three months, has fallen 10 points in the last year. The percentage 
of executives who foresee a less favorable business climate has doubled 
PU�[OL�SHZ[����TVU[OZ��>OPSL�Q\Z[�VUL�PU����ZLLZ�^LHRLY�ZHSLZ��[OH[»Z�\W�
from one in 20 a year ago. And while 77% saw their revenue growth rate 
increase compared to a year ago, just 52% foresee faster growth in the 
year ahead. Increasingly, middle market leaders say they want to sock 
L_[YH�JHZO�PU[V�H�YHPU`�KH`�M\UK��YH[OLY�[OHU�\ZL�P[�[V�ÄSS�H�^HY�JOLZ[�MVY�
future expansion. 

Watch what they do, not what they say 
6]LYHSS��[OL�TPKKSL�THYRL[�PZ�ÄUHUJPHSS`�JVUZLY]H[P]L��-HTPS`�I\ZPULZZLZ��
sole proprietorships, and partnerships—more than half the middle 
market—like to pay as they go. Generally leery of debt and reluctant to 
KPS\[L�LX\P[ �̀�[OL`�WYLMLY�[V�M\UK�[OLPY�V^U�NYV^[O��*VUZLX\LU[S �̀�[OL�Å\_�
of the capital markets and the overall economy has less impact on their 
investment decisions compared to public companies, which need to hit 
[OL�U\TILYZ�>HSS�:[YLL[�^HU[Z�[V�ZLL�

With that in mind, consider these data points:

� �3HZ[�`LHY��47% of middle market companies introduced a new  
WYVK\J[�VY�ZLY]PJL"�PU�[OL�`LHY�HOLHK��48% plan to do the same

� �3HZ[�`LHY��22%�HJX\PYLK�HUV[OLY�JVTWHU`"�PU�[OL�`LHY�HOLHK�� 
27% expect to acquire one

� �3HZ[�`LHY��19%�HKKLK�H�UL^�WSHU[�VY�MHJPSP[`"�SVVRPUN�MVY^HYK�� 
28% plan to add one

� �3HZ[�`LHY��36%�VWLULK�UL^�KVTLZ[PJ�THYRL[Z"�44% expect to do  
so in the next year

� �3HZ[�`LHY��15%�TV]LK�PU[V�UL^�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�THYRL[Z"� 
looking forward, 25% plan to do so

;OH[�PZ��HZRLK�HIV\[�[OLPY�V^U�JVTWHU`»Z�ZWLJPÄJ�PU]LZ[TLU[�WSHUZ��
executives are much more bullish than they are when asked about the 
state of the economy or what they would do with a hypothetical extra 
dollar. Now, these plans might not be baked into budgets. They might 
take more than a year to come to fruition. They might be put on hold. 
They might be scrapped. But all of these predictions and past actions 
are almost exactly in line with the numbers we saw in the second  
quarter of 2018. Judging by deeds, in other words, the middle market  
is forging ahead.

Perspectives
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THE MIDDLE MARKET INDICATOR (MMI) FROM THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE MIDDLE MARKET IS A 
QUARTERLY BUSINESS PERFORMANCE UPDATE AND ECONOMIC OUTLOOK SURVEY CONDUCTED AMONG 
1,000 C-SUITE EXECUTIVES OF COMPANIES WITH ANNUAL REVENUES BETWEEN $10MM AND $1B.

There are nearly 200,000 U.S. middle market businesses that represent 
one-third of private sector GDP, employing approximately 47.9 million 
WLVWSL��;OLZL�I\ZPULZZLZ�V\[WLYMVYTLK�[OYV\NO�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�JYPZPZ� 
(2007–2010 period) by adding 2.2 million jobs across major industry 
sectors and U.S. geographies, demonstrating their importance to the 
overall health of the U.S. economy. They are private and public, family 
owned, and sole proprietorships, geographically diverse, and span  
almost all industries. The health of these businesses and their respective 
outlook serve as a solid indicator for the greater U.S. economy as a  
whole. (See www.middlemarketcenter.org: “The Market that Moves 
(TLYPJH�¹�ZLTPUHS�YLZLHYJO�VU�[OL�KLÄUP[PVU��ZPNUPÄJHUJL��HUK�YVSL� 
of the middle market, Oct. 2011.)

How is the research conducted?
The MMI surveys 1,000 CEOs, CFOs, and other C-suite executives  
of America’s middle market companies on key indicators of past  
and future performance in revenues, employment, and allocation  
VM�JHZO��;OL�Z\Y]L`�HSZV�YLWVY[Z�TPKKSL�THYRL[�JVTWHU`�JVUÄKLUJL� 
PU�[OL�NSVIHS��<�:���HUK�SVJHS�LJVUVTPLZ�HUK�PKLU[PÄLZ�RL`�I\ZPULZZ�
JOHSSLUNL�HYLHZ��;OL�Z\Y]L`�^HZ�KLZPNULK�[V�HJJ\YH[LS`�YLÅLJ[� 
the nearly 200,000 U.S. businesses with revenues between $10MM  
and $1B, the lower and upper limits on middle market annual revenue.  
The quarterly survey is designed and managed by the National Center  
for the Middle Market.

Executive Summary
In the wake of two quarters of softening growth projections and waning 
LJVUVTPJ�JVUÄKLUJL��HSS�RL`�WLYMVYTHUJL�PUKPJH[VYZ�MVY�TPKKSL�THYRL[�
companies declined this quarter with both revenue growth rates and 
employment growth rates dipping below historical averages. While solid 
revenue growth continues for most middle market businesses, the growth 
rate has cooled considerably. At 5.8%, it fell nearly three points from three 
TVU[OZ�HNV��;OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�NYV^PUN�H[�����VY�TVYL�KLJSPULK�
by 10 full points, from 38% in Q2 to 28% in Q3. The rate of employment 
NYV^[O�OHZ�ZSV^LK�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�HZ�^LSS��MYVT������[V�������(Z�^P[O�
revenue growth, there are fewer companies adding people at a fast pace 
(10% or more), down from 30% three months ago to 23%. Companies 
across all middle market revenue segments and in all industries are 
feeling the chill, and projections for both the short and long term remain 
^LHR�HZ�LJVUVTPJ�JVUÄKLUJL�JVU[PU\LZ�[V�^LHRLU��.SVIHS�LJVUVTPJ�
JVUÄKLUJL��PU�WHY[PJ\SHY��OHZ�MHSSLU�^LSS�ILSV^�[OL�Ä]L�`LHY�H]LYHNL��

Nevertheless, a majority of middle market executives say that their 
company’s overall performance is better today than it was one year ago. 
/V^L]LY��[OPZ�U\TILY�PZ�KLJSPUPUN��[VV��MYVT�����SHZ[�X\HY[LY�[V�����
currently. The all-time high of 73% was recorded less than one year ago 
at the close of 2018.

Looking forward, the situation could become more challenging before it 
improves. The Short Term Index, which is calculated based on business 
climate perceptions and expected sales and demand for the three months 
ahead, has been on a downward trajectory since mid 2018, a trend not 
seen before in the Middle Market Indicator (MMI). The index now sits at 
its all-time low at 49. Companies’ new order pipelines are less full than 
H[�HU`�WVPU[�PU�[OL�SHZ[�`LHY�HUK�H�OHSM��-L^LY�ÄYTZ�HYL�L_WLJ[PUN�[V�OPYL�
in the short term, with three-quarters (74%) of middle market companies 
saying the workforce is now the right size for market conditions. The 
proportion of leaders who expect further tightening of the labor market 
continues to drift downward.

Longer-term projections are weak as well with expectations for the 
12-month rate of growth for both revenue and employment down 
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�MYVT�[OL�ZLJVUK�X\HY[LY��(�ZSPNO[�THQVYP[`�VM�I\ZPULZZLZ�
do expect continued top-line growth in the year ahead, however just 
35% expect to add people. Those that do hire say they will do so at the 
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�ZSV^LY�YH[L�VM�������[OL�SV^LZ[�WYVQLJ[PVU�ZPUJL�������>OPSL�
middle market leaders tend to under-promise and over-deliver when it 
comes to future growth, the gap between projected revenue growth and 
actual performance closed notably this quarter, and the actual hiring rate 
fell below what had been projected a year ago for only the second time in 
MMI history. 

There is some evidence that companies are dialing back on planned 
NYV^[O�HJ[P]P[PLZ�HZ�^LSS��(�ZSPNO[S`�ZTHSSLY�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�ZH`�[OL`�
expect to introduce a new product or service, enter a new domestic or 
foreign market, add a plant or facility, or engage in M&A in the 12 months 
HOLHK��([�[OL�ZHTL�[PTL��H�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�SHYNLY�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�PUKPJH[L�
they would save extra cash as a cushion as opposed to putting it to work 
immediately or building it up for a future investment. 

Still, bright spots persist. The middle market continues to grow and most 
companies expect future growth, albeit at slower rates. The vast majority 
VM�SLHKLYZ�YLTHPU�JVUÄKLU[�PU�[OLPY�SVJHS�LJVUVTPLZ·[OL�VULZ�PU�^OPJO��
generally, middle market companies do the most business. Executives 
continue to be focused on talent issues and how to retain the best and 
brightest people to drive their businesses forward. Overall, leaders appear 
to be taking appropriate steps and hedging their bets for the time being, 
perhaps responding to growing national and global economic uncertainty. 
As attitudes and behaviors shift toward conservatism, many leaders are 
MVJ\ZPUN�PU[LYUHSS`�VU�^H`Z�[V�J\[�JVZ[Z�HUK�KYP]L�LɉJPLUJ`�[V�LUZ\YL�
they are prepared for whatever the coming months bring.
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Middle Market Indicator 
from the National Center for the Middle Market



Year-over-year middle market revenue growth slowed sharply this quarter 
to 5.8% from 8.5% at the midpoint of the year. This represents the slowest 
YH[L�VM�NYV^[O�YLJVYKLK�V]LY�[OL�WHZ[�Ä]L�HUK�H�OHSM�`LHYZ�HUK�PZ�^LSS�ILSV^�
[OL�OPZ[VYPJ�440�H]LYHNL�VM��� ���>OPSL�����VM�JVTWHUPLZ�HYL�Z[PSS�NYV^PUN��
TPKKSL�THYRL[�ÄYTZ�VM�HSS�ZPaLZ�HUK�HJYVZZ�HSS�PUK\Z[YPLZ�YLWVY[�KLJSPULZ�PU�[OL�
rate of growth. The proportion of companies reporting robust year-over-year 
revenue growth of 10% or more fell 10 points this quarter from 38% to 28%. 
Simultaneously, the proportion of companies saying revenue declined in the 
last year jumped from 9% to 13%. 

Middle market leaders believe slower growth rates will persist into 2020. 
The projected rate of revenue growth for the next 12 months fell compared 
to last quarter, from 5.4% to 4.7%. Still, a majority (55%) of middle market 
companies do anticipate growth in the year ahead. And fewer than one out of 
10 middle market leaders believe revenues will decline between now and the 
middle of next year. 

@LHY�V]LY�`LHY�LTWSV`TLU[�NYV^[O�MLSS�ZOHYWS`�MYVT������SHZ[�X\HY[LY�[V�
4.1%. Over the past two and a half years, upwards of 50% of companies 
reported that they were adding jobs. This quarter, the percentage declined 
[V�����HUK�����VM�ÄYTZ�ZH`�[OH[�[OL�ZPaL�VM�[OLPY�^VYRMVYJL�PZ�ZTHSSLY�
today than it was in the third quarter of 2018. Upper middle market 
businesses with annual revenues between $100 million and $1 billion are 
the most likely to have added people over the past 12 months. However, 
middle market companies of all sizes and across all industries, with the 
exception of manufacturing, report decreases in the rate of employment 
NYV^[O��6]LYHSS��[OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�OPYPUN�HNNYLZZP]LS �̀�H[�H�YH[L�VM�
10% or more, fell from 30% to 23%.

Looking ahead, 35% of companies say they will add to their workforce 
V]LY�[OL�UL_[����TVU[OZ��KV^U�MYVT�����[OYLL�TVU[OZ�HNV��;OLZL�ÄYTZ�
will only be making nominal increases to the size of their teams. The 
projected rate of employment growth is 2.5%, the lowest number seen 
since the end of 2014. 

*3Q numbers include only companies who have reported 3Q earnings  
results. Numbers change as more businesses report financial results.

Revenue Growth 
Growth rates slow significantly

Employment Growth 
Fewer companies are hiring

of middle market 
companies reported 
positive revenue growth.

of middle market 
companies added jobs.

3Q’19

71%

3Q’19

46%

3Q’18

77%

3Q’18

57%

5.8%

4.1%

2.4%

2.1%*

4.7%

2.5%

0.8%

PAST 12 MO.

PAST 12 MO.

LARGE CORP.

PAST 12 MO.

NEXT 12 MO.

NEXT 12 MO.

SMALL BUS.

MIDDLE MARKET

MIDDLE MARKET

ADP (Past 12 Mo.)

S&P 500

3Q’19

3Q’19

3Q’19

3Q’19

3Q’19

3Q’19

3Q’19

2Q’19  8.5%        3Q’18  8.6%

2Q’19  6.4%        3Q’18  6.4%

2Q’19  2.3%        3Q’18  2.6%

2Q’19  5.2%        3Q’18  8.0%

2Q’19  5.4%        3Q’18  5.3%

2Q’19  4.8%        3Q’18  4.6%

2Q’19  1.0%       3Q’18  1.2%
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:PUJL�TPK�������JVUÄKLUJL�PU�SVJHS��UH[PVUHS��HUK�NSVIHS�LJVUVTPJ�
conditions has been on a downward trajectory. While most (85%) middle 
THYRL[�SLHKLYZ�YLTHPU�JVUÄKLU[�PU�[OLPY�SVJHS�LJVUVTPLZ��[OL�WYVWVY[PVU�
VM�L_LJ\[P]LZ�^OV�YLWVY[�H[�SLHZ[�ZVTL�SL]LS�VM�JVUÄKLUJL�PU�[OL�UH[PVUHS�
HUK�NSVIHS�LU]PYVUTLU[Z�OHZ�KPWWLK�ILSV^�[OL�Ä]L�`LHY�H]LYHNLZ��0U�
both categories, the numbers are at the lowest levels recorded since  
[OL�LUK�VM�������

Perhaps driven by news headlines and the fact that half of middle market 
companies are exposed to some degree of international risk, global 
JVUÄKLUJL�OHZ�KLJSPULK�TVZ[�UV[HIS �̀�^P[O�����VM�SLHKLYZ�L_WYLZZPUN�
H[�SLHZ[�ZVTL�JVUÄKLUJL�PU�[OL�^VYSK�LJVUVT �̀�JVTWHYLK�[V�H�OPNO�VM�
����YLJVYKLK�PU�[OL�ÄYZ[�X\HY[LY�VM�������;OPZ�U\TILY�PZ�^LSS�ILSV^�[OL�
Ä]L�`LHY�H]LYHNL�VM������5H[PVUHS�JVUÄKLUJL�OHZ�KLJSPULK�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�
HZ�^LSS��MHSSPUN�[V������[OYLL�WVPU[Z�ILSV^�[OL�Ä]L�`LHY�H]LYHNL�VM�� ���

Short Term Index 
Three-month outlook is weak

Economic Confidence 
Confidence falls below five-year averages

GLOBAL ECONOMY NATIONAL ECONOMY LOCAL ECONOMY

PAST 12 MONTHS

3Q’19

KEY FINDINGS
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CONFIDENT / 
SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT

55%

2Q’19  69%    3Q’18  80%

CONFIDENT / 
SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT

76%

2Q’19  82%    3Q’18  88%

CONFIDENT / 
SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT

81%

2Q’19  89%    3Q’18  93%
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Short Term Index is calculated by taking expected net positive change 
in business climate plus expected net positive change in demand plus 
expected net positive change in sales over the next 3 months.

-VY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL�ZPUJL�TLHZ\YPUN�[OL�:OVY[�;LYT�4PKKSL�4HYRL[�0UKL_· 
H�TL[YPJ�[OH[�YLÅLJ[Z�SLHKLYZ»�L_WLJ[H[PVUZ�MVY�ZHSLZ��KLTHUK��HUK�V]LYHSS�
I\ZPULZZ�JVUKP[PVUZ�PU�[OL�ZOVY[�[LYT·[OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�L_LJ\[P]LZ�
predicting a less favorable business climate over the next three months 
exceeded the proportion that believes the business climate will improve 
in the short term. Those expecting a better climate going forward fell from 
����SHZ[�X\HY[LY�[V������[`PUN�[OL�HSS�[PTL�SV^�MVY�[OPZ�TL[YPJ��^OPJO�^HZ�
YLJVYKLK�PU�8��������;OVZL�ZH`PUN�[OL�I\ZPULZZ�JSPTH[L�^PSS�KL[LYPVYH[L�
rose from 12% to 17%, reaching the highest level recorded by the MMI.

Overall, most leaders expect the business environment to remain about 
the same for the next three months. However, the notable reversal in 
optimistic versus pessimistic mindsets has contributed to the Short Term 
0UKL_�WS\TTL[PUN�MYVT�� �SHZ[�X\HY[LY�[V�� ��HU�HSS�[PTL�SV^�MVY�[OL�440�

Beyond sentiment, sales and demand forecasts are weak. A smaller 
proportion of companies are expecting increased demand and sales in 
the fourth quarter of the year while a larger proportion believes those 
WLYMVYTHUJL�KYP]LYZ�^PSS�[HWLY�VɈ�IL[^LLU�UV^�HUK�[OL�JSVZL�VM���� ��
While many executives expect sales and demand to hold steady for the 
next three months, for both indicators, the proportion of leaders expecting 
declines in the short term rose to a high mark of 11%.
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0U�SPUL�^P[O�^HUPUN�JVUÄKLUJL�HUK�^LHRLY�WYLKPJ[PVUZ�MVY�M\[\YL�NYV^[O��
middle market leaders continue their shift toward more conservative 
investment attitudes. For the third straight quarter, the proportion of 
leaders who say they would invest an extra dollar decreased while those 
ZH`PUN�[OL`�^V\SK�ZH]L�YVZL��*\YYLU[S �̀�����VM�SLHKLYZ�MH]VY�W\[[PUN�[OL�
money to work right away while 44% prefer to hold on to it either for the 
short or long term. Those ready to invest the money immediately would 
most likely put it toward plant and equipment expenditures, IT, or hiring 
more personnel. Among the savers, the divide between those saving 
money for future investments and those intending to hold the money in 
reserve widened notably, with more than a quarter (27%) of companies 
now saying they would save the extra cash.

Despite the fact that employment growth has slowed and fewer 
companies have plans to add workers over the next 12 months, talent 
management remains the most pressing internal challenge weighing 
on the minds of middle market leaders. Nearly three-quarters (74%) 
of companies believe the workforce is the right size to meet current 
market conditions; but with unemployment low and skills gaps evident, 
executives remain concerned with how to retain current employees and 
decrease turnover. 

From an external perspective, growth remains top of mind. However, the 
economy and costs are both growing areas of concern. The proportion 
of companies citing economic-related challenges in the long term rose 
sharply this quarter, up eight points from three months ago. This is in 
SPUL�^P[O�[OL�KLJSPUPUN�LJVUVTPJ�JVUÄKLUJL�SLHKLYZ�OH]L�ILLU�YLWVY[PUN�
for several quarters. Short-term economic concerns also jumped 
ZPNUPÄJHU[S �̀�(�SHYNLY�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�SLHKLYZ�PUKPJH[L�[OL`�HYL�^VYYPLK�
about costs, especially as a headwind to growth in the long term, with 
[HYPɈZ�[OL�U\TILY�VUL�JVZ[�PZZ\L�JP[LK�

Capital Investment 
More companies will hold cash

Key Challenges 
Economic and cost concerns escalate

INTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. TALENT MANAGEMENT  46%
2. BUSINESS  39% 
3. COSTS  19%

EXTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. BUSINESS  31%
2. GOVERNMENT  20%
3. ECONOMY  18%
4. COSTS  17%  
5. COMPETITION  14%

INTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. BUSINESS  59%
2. TALENT MANAGEMENT  55% 
3. COSTS  21%

EXTERNAL CHALLENGES
1. BUSINESS  38%
2. GOVERNMENT  24% 
3. COMPETITION  18%
4. COSTS  18% 
5. ECONOMY  17%

ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT ALLOCATION

LONG TERM CHALLENGES (Next 12 months)SHORT TERM CHALLENGES (Next 3 months)
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Nearly half (49%) of middle market business leaders expect costs to 
rise over the next 12 months. Compared to last quarter, the rate of that 
expected increase is lower with companies forecasting a 2.4% increase 
in costs, down from 3.7% projected three months ago. However, costs 
appear to be increasingly on the minds of middle market leaders, 
HUK�PUJYLHZLK�L_WLUZLZ�JV\SK�IL�LH[PUN�PU[V�WYVÄ[�THYNPUZ�MVY�THU`�
companies. 

;OYV\NOV\[������HUK�TVZ[�VM���� ��JVTWHUPLZ�WYVQLJ[LK�WYVÄ[�THYNPUZ�
would increase more than 3%. Those expectations fell this quarter with 
TPKKSL�THYRL[�JVTWHUPLZ�UV^�ZH`PUN�[OLPY�WYVÄ[�THYNPU�NYV^[O�V]LY�[OL�
next year will be just 1.7%. The expectation for costs to grow faster than 
margins may be driving the mounting cost-related concerns as well as the 
more conservative investment attitudes we continue to see in the MMI.

Profit Margins & Cost Structure 
The gap between cost and profit expectations widens

PAST 12 MONTHS

KEY FINDINGS
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Profit Margin Cost Structure

Middle market executives are cost hawks. Lacking deep pockets and 
HZ�SLLY`�VM�[HRPUN�VU�KLI[�HZ�[OL`�HYL�VM�ZLSSPUN�VɈ�LX\P[ �̀�[OL`�HYL�H�
pay-as-you-go crowd. An examination of MMI data over the years as 
well as other research by the Center shows that, as a group, middle 
market leaders hold back on hiring until they are sure they need new 
hands, and refrain from capital expenditures till they are stretched.

But if they are slow to pull the trigger on expansion, are they quick  
to react to slower growth?

This quarter we asked executives whether they had accelerated 
JVZ[�J\[[PUN�HUK�LɉJPLUJ`�LɈVY[Z�PU�[OL�SHZ[�ZP_�TVU[OZ��-VY[`�ZP_�
percent said they had; 11% said they had increased cost-cutting 
ZPNUPÄJHU[S �̀��(�ULHYS`�LX\HS�U\TILY�������ZHPK�[OLPY�JVZ[�
consciousness was unchanged, and 7% loosened the reins.) Those 
LɈVY[Z�HWWLHY�[V�PUJS\KL�[Y`PUN�[V�OVSK�[OL�SPUL�VU�ZHSHY`�PUJYLHZLZ��
KLZWP[L�H�ZOVY[HNL�VM�[HSLU[!�:P_�TVU[OZ�HNV�����VM�L_LJ\[P]LZ�ZHPK�
they planned to raise pay to keep people and that number is down 
to 42%. Along with a projected decrease in hiring and increases in 
healthcare costs, this suggests that bosses may be more Scrooge 
than Santa when merit increase time rolls around.

Spotlight 
Smaller raises?

3.2

3.1
3.5

1.7

3.43.2
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In late 2018, a number of elements of the Middle Market Indicator 
Z[HY[LK�KYPM[PUN�KV^U^HYK��,JVUVTPJ�JVUÄKLUJL�ZVM[LULK��WHY[PJ\SHYS`�
JVUÄKLUJL�PU�[OL�NSVIHS�LJVUVT �̀�;OL�:OVY[�;LYT�0UKL_�MLSS��WYPTHYPS`�
as a consequence of declines in executives’ perceptions of the business 
climate. Asked what they would do with an extra dollar, a growing 
number of executives said they would squirrel it away rather than invest 
immediately. But, as we pointed out three months ago, we saw little 
evidence that performance had weakened or that actual plans had 
changed.

Now we do. This quarter’s report shows the biggest one-quarter drops 
in revenue and employment growth in the eight-year history of the MMI. 
One has to go back to the end of 2014 for a similarly low rate of top-line 
NYV^[O��HUK�[V�[OL�ILNPUUPUN�VM������MVY�ZPTPSHY�QVI�NYV^[O�YH[LZ��

0U�[OL�[OPYK�X\HY[LY�^L�HSZV�ZH �̂�MVY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL�PU�[OL�SHZ[�`LHY��
evidence that middle market executives are pulling back some planned 
investments and expansion. To summarize, we now see changes in 
performance and behavior as well as in sentiment. 

The exhibit here demonstrates how middle market executives have 
turned down the dial on plans for expansion in the months to come.  

The biggest drop, both absolutely and in percentage terms, is in plans 
to make an acquisition, which is the expansion activity that has the least 
to do with continuing operations. Plans for new facilities, new products, 
HUK�UL^�THYRL[�LU[YPLZ·HJ[P]P[PLZ�JSVZLY�[V�[OL�JVYL�I\ZPULZZ·OH]L�UV[�
been cut as much (though they have been cut). 

Cloudy or stormy?
It is important not to make too much of these downward-pointing 
numbers. For one thing, they are just one quarter’s data. It is possible 
to get anomalous signals, even in a sample as large as the MMI, which 
WVSSZ�������SLHKLYZ��0U�[OL�ÄYZ[�X\HY[LY�VM�������[OL�440�YLJVYKLK�H�O\NL�
\W^HYK�ZWPRL"�YL]LU\L�NYV^[O�Q\TWLK�MYVT�H��� ��YH[L�[V� ���·[OLU�
ZL[[SLK�YPNO[�KV^U�[V������[OL�X\HY[LY�HM[LY��;OPZ�TPNO[�IL�H�ZPTPSHY�
outlier. In addition, though the growth numbers are down, they are not 
bad. At 5.8%, middle market revenue growth was higher than the S&P 
����YH[L�VM�������4PKKSL�THYRL[�LTWSV`TLU[�NYV^[O�VM�����·PU�Q\Z[�
VUL�`LHY·SVVRZ�YVI\Z[�^OLU�`V\�JVUZPKLY�[OH[�[OL�[V[HS�U\TILY� 
of employed persons in the U.S. has grown by about 8% over the  
SHZ[�Ä]L�`LHYZ��

A look deeper into the numbers reveals interesting nuances. Just 7% 
VM�JVTWHUPLZ�YLWVY[LK�KL[LYPVYH[PUN�WLYMVYTHUJL��;OPZ�PZ�\W�MYVT����H�
quarter before, but it is exactly the average over the history of the MMI. 
*VTWHYLK�[V�SHZ[�X\HY[LY��[OL�IPN�KPɈLYLUJL�PU�V]LYHSS�WLYMVYTHUJL�PZ�[OH[�
fewer companies say performance has improved. More say it has stayed 
[OL�ZHTL��I\[�UV[�THU`�HYL�Z\ɈLYPUN��(TVUN�NYV^PUN�JVTWHUPLZ��
there is a substantial drop in the percentage that grew 10% or faster. 
3HZ[�X\HY[LY������VM�[OL�TPKKSL�THYRL[�X\HSPÄLK�HZ�[OLZL�ZV�JHSSLK�
“Growth Champions”; this quarter, only 28% made the cut. Similarly, the 
U\TILY�VM�ÄYTZ�OPYPUN�HNNYLZZP]LS`��^OVZL�^VYRMVYJLZ�PUJYLHZLK�����
or more in the last twelve months) fell from 30% to 23%. These numbers 
VWLU�[OL�WVZZPIPSP[`�[OH[�[OL�ZSV^KV^U��^OPSL�NLULYHS��OHZ�HɈLJ[LK�[OL�
fastest-growing middle market companies more than it has the sector 
HZ�H�^OVSL��;OH[»Z�UV[�[V�ZH`�P[»Z�JVUÄULK�[V�H�ZTHSS�NYV\W"�HM[LY�HSS��
PU�8��ULHYS`�[^V�V\[�VM�Ä]L�TPKKSL�THYRL[�JVTWHUPLZ�^LYL�.YV^[O�
Champions.

Looking ahead, we should watch for three things. Foremost, in three 
months, will we see growth and hiring continuing at a lower level, or will 
it rebound? Second, will investment activity drop further, and cut more 
deeply into core business areas? And third, what will sentiment show? 
;OL�JVUÄKLUJL�U\TILYZ�[OPZ�X\HY[LY�HYL�[OL�SV^LZ[�^L�OH]L�ZLLU�ZPUJL�
������(ZRLK�[V�UHTL�[OL�[VW�[OYLL�SVUN�[LYT�JOHSSLUNLZ������VM�TPKKSL�
market executives volunteered “the economy,” compared to just 10% in 
Q2 and 11% a year ago. If those feelings don’t change, it is unlikely that 
investment will pick up.

Perspectives
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THE MIDDLE MARKET INDICATOR (MMI) FROM THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE MIDDLE MARKET IS A 
QUARTERLY BUSINESS PERFORMANCE UPDATE AND ECONOMIC OUTLOOK SURVEY CONDUCTED AMONG 
1,000 C-SUITE EXECUTIVES OF COMPANIES WITH ANNUAL REVENUES BETWEEN $10MM AND $1B.

There are nearly 200,000 U.S. middle market businesses that represent 
one-third of private sector GDP, employing approximately 47.9 million 
WLVWSL��;OLZL�I\ZPULZZLZ�V\[WLYMVYTLK�[OYV\NO�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�JYPZPZ� 
(2007–2010 period) by adding 2.2 million jobs across major industry 
sectors and U.S. geographies, demonstrating their importance to the 
overall health of the U.S. economy. They are private and public, family 
owned, and sole proprietorships, geographically diverse, and span  
almost all industries. The health of these businesses and their respective 
outlook serve as a solid indicator for the greater U.S. economy as a  
whole. (See www.middlemarketcenter.org: “The Market that Moves 
(TLYPJH�¹�ZLTPUHS�YLZLHYJO�VU�[OL�KLÄUP[PVU��ZPNUPÄJHUJL��HUK�YVSL� 
of the middle market, Oct. 2011.)

How is the research conducted?
The MMI surveys 1,000 CEOs, CFOs, and other C-suite executives  
of America’s middle market companies on key indicators of past  
and future performance in revenues, employment, and allocation  
VM�JHZO��;OL�Z\Y]L`�HSZV�YLWVY[Z�TPKKSL�THYRL[�JVTWHU`�JVUÄKLUJL� 
PU�[OL�NSVIHS��<�:���HUK�SVJHS�LJVUVTPLZ�HUK�PKLU[PÄLZ�RL`�I\ZPULZZ�
JOHSSLUNL�HYLHZ��;OL�Z\Y]L`�^HZ�KLZPNULK�[V�HJJ\YH[LS`�YLÅLJ[� 
the nearly 200,000 U.S. businesses with revenues between $10MM  
and $1B, the lower and upper limits on middle market annual revenue.  
The quarterly survey is designed and managed by the National Center  
for the Middle Market.

Executive Summary
Throughout 2019, middle market leaders have been decidedly cautious. 
While most companies grew, the rates of both revenue and employment 
NYV^[O�KLJSPULK�V]LY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[OYLL�X\HY[LYZ�VM�[OL�`LHY��,JVUVTPJ�
JVUÄKLUJL��PU]LZ[TLU[�HWWL[P[LZ��HUK�IV[O�ZOVY[��HUK�SVUN�[LYT�WYVQLJ[PVUZ�
MLSS�PU�[HUKLT��;OL�8��U\TILYZ��OV^L]LY��WHPU[�H�KPɈLYLU[�WPJ[\YL��(SS�VM�
these indicators reversed course—some more notably than others—to close 
out the year on a much more positive note. But, while the rebound is clearly 
evident, it is far from complete. Compared to one year ago, actual growth 
numbers as well as future projections are at considerably lower levels. While 
the Short Term Index rose over 20 points from last quarter, it remains well 
VɈ�P[Z�OPNO�THYR��:[PSS��^P[O�JVUÄKLUJL��PU]LZ[TLU[�HWWL[P[LZ��HUK�L_WHUZPVU�
plans recovering much more robustly, the middle market may well be poised 
to begin 2020 on a strong note. 

Overall, two-thirds (67%) of middle market companies report improved 
company performance compared to one year ago, up from 60% who 
said the same last quarter, but down from 73% at the end of 2018. 
Just 8% say performance deteriorated over the course of 2019. While 
sentiment is pointing up, and 73% of companies saw revenue growth 
this year, the rate of year-over-year revenue growth (7.5%) is lower 
[OHU�P[�^HZ�K\YPUN�TVZ[�VM������HUK�[OL�ÄYZ[�OHSM�VM���� ��0U�HKKP[PVU��
the proportion of middle market companies reporting no growth or 
decreasing revenues rose from 21% one year ago to 27% today. In 2019, 
fewer than half (48%) of middle market companies grew the size of their 
workforce, and that rate of growth (5%) has declined since 2018 as well. 

Looking ahead, revenue and employment growth projections, while up 
notably from Q3, also remain below those forecasted over the past several 
years. Overall, a majority of companies (55%) say revenues will increase in 
2020 and 42% say they will experience employment growth, albeit at more 
modest rates (4.9% for revenues; 3.5% for employment). Interestingly, 
\WWLY�TPKKSL�THYRL[�ÄYTZ��^P[O�YL]LU\LZ�IL[^LLU������TPSSPVU�HUK����
billion) report lower actual and projected revenue growth numbers than 
their smaller peers. (See Spotlight, p. 6, for additional insights.) 

Despite lower overall projections for the year ahead, many middle market 
JVTWHUPLZ�HWWLHY�[V�IL�HU[PJPWH[PUN�NVVK�[OPUNZ�MVY�[OL�ÄYZ[�X\HY[LY�
VM�������-VY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL�PU�ZP_�TVU[OZ��[OL�:OVY[�;LYT�4PKKSL�4HYRL[�
Index is up, and strongly so. Many companies are anticipating a more 
MH]VYHISL�I\ZPULZZ�JSPTH[L��ULHYS`�OHSM�VM�ÄYTZ�L_WLJ[�ZHSLZ�[V�PUJYLHZL��
and 37% expect to increase the size of the workforce over the next three 
months. However, another 10% say they will cut jobs. 

Perhaps the strongest signs of a potential return to strong growth 
HYL�JVUÄKLUJL�SL]LSZ�HUK�PU]LZ[TLU[�HWWL[P[LZ��)V[O�PUKPJH[VYZ�OH]L�
rebounded to near their all-time highs. Almost half of middle market 
companies have plans to introduce a new product or service in 2020 
and almost as many expect to expand into new domestic markets. 
Companies also show an increased interest in putting extra money 
toward information technology, and, as we’ve seen in several recent 
studies, companies that embrace IT and digital transformation grow 
faster than their peers.

Many core business challenges will persist in 2020. Talent management 
and maintaining growth, as always, are headwinds to performance goals. 
These challenges are particularly pronounced for the 27% of middle 
market companies that report no revenue growth or declining revenues 
PU���� ��*VZ[Z��LZWLJPHSS`�[OVZL�YLSH[LK�[V�PTWVY[�HUK�L_WVY[�[HYPɈZ��HYL�
H�WYVISLT�MVY�[OLZL�ÄYTZ�HZ�^LSS��>OPSL�LJVUVT`�YLSH[LK�JVUJLYUZ�OH]L�
diminished since last quarter, government challenges have increased 
as middle market executives contend with political and interest rate 
uncertainty and begin to consider the potential impact of the next U.S. 
presidential election.
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After a sharp decline last quarter, the rate of year-over-year revenue growth 
climbed back to 7.5%. While the increase is notable, the number remains 
below rates reported during most of 2018 and 2019. Additionally, the 
WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�YLWVY[PUN�YL]LU\L�PUJYLHZLZ�PZ�LZZLU[PHSS`�\UJOHUNLK�
H[�����HUK�PZ�ILSV^�[OL�� ��VM�ÄYTZ�[OH[�YLWVY[LK�YL]LU\L�PUJYLHZLZ�
one year ago. This quarter’s jump in growth rate is driven not by more 
JVTWHUPLZ�[HRPUN�PU�TVYL�TVUL �̀�I\[�I`�H�ZPNUPÄJHU[�PUJYLHZL�PU�[OL�
WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�NYV^PUN�H[�H�YH[L�VM�����VY�TVYL��9L[HPSLYZ�HUK�
^OVSLZHSLYZ��WLYOHWZ�ILULÄ[PUN�MYVT�[OL�OVSPKH`�I\`PUN�ZLHZVU��HYL�M\LSPUN�
that number, along with core and lower middle market companies and those 
PU�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�ZLY]PJLZ�HUK�OLHS[OJHYL�PUK\Z[YPLZ��

Looking ahead, companies continue to have muted expectations for future 
revenue growth. A slight majority (55%) expect to see gains in 2020. The 
anticipated rate of growth inched up slightly since Q3. However, the estimates 
HYL�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�SV^LY�[OHU�[OVZL�NP]LU�[OYV\NOV\[������HUK�TVZ[�VM���� ��

In tandem with revenue, employment growth numbers fell sharply in 
8���;OPZ�PUKPJH[VY�OHZ�YLJV]LYLK�[V�ÄUPZO�[OL�`LHY��I\[�U\TILYZ�YLTHPU�
VɈ�[OL�OPNOLY�YH[LZ�ZLLU�V]LY�[OL�WHZ[�[^V�HUK�H�OHSM�`LHYZ��-L^LY�
than half (48%) of middle market companies increased the size of their 
workforce in 2019 while 14% say headcount shrank. Those that did hire 
report a rate of year-over-year employment growth of 5%, up from 4.1% 
last quarter, but still the second lowest rate recorded since mid-2016. 
Almost all industries, with the exception of manufacturing, report modest 
increases in the rate of the employment growth while retailers and 
wholesalers hired the most aggressively. 

3VVRPUN�HOLHK������VM�ÄYTZ�ZH`�[OL`�L_WLJ[�LTWSV`TLU[�PUJYLHZLZ�PU�
2020, up from 35% in Q3. The expected rate of employment growth over 
the next 12 months is 3.5%, on par with forecasts made earlier in 2019. 
While this represents a solid increase from last quarter’s 2.5% projection, it 
remains below the more optimistic projections recorded in 2017 and 2018. 

*4Q numbers include only companies who have reported 4Q earnings  
.!/1(0/ċ��1)�!./��$�*#!��/�)+.!��1/%*!//!/�.!,+.0�ü*�*�%�(�.!/1(0/ċ

Revenue Growth 
Growth rates recover 

Employment Growth 
Employment numbers inch back
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+\YPUN�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�MV\Y�X\HY[LYZ��JVUÄKLUJL�PU�[OL�NSVIHS��UH[PVUHS��
and local economies was on a downward trend, plummeting 
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�PU�8���([�[OL�LUK�VM���� ��[OH[�[YLUK�YL]LYZLK��(SS�[OYLL�
numbers rose substantially, nearing levels seen at the end of 2018 and 
YPZPUN�HIV]L�[OL�Ä]L�`LHY�440�H]LYHNLZ��)\[�LHJO�U\TILY�Z[PSS�YLTHPUZ�
below its all-time high. 

*\YYLU[S �̀�TVYL�[OHU�MV\Y�V\[�VM�Ä]L�TPKKSL�THYRL[�SLHKLYZ�ZH`�[OL`�
HYL�H[�SLHZ[�ZVTL^OH[�JVUÄKLU[�PU�[OL�Z[H[L�VM�LJVUVTPJ�HɈHPYZ�PU�[OL�
<UP[LK�:[H[LZ�HUK�PU�[OLPY�V^U�SVJHS�LJVUVTPLZ��;OL�WYVWVY[PVU�VM�ÄYTZ�
L_WYLZZPUN�H[�SLHZ[�ZVTL�JVUÄKLUJL�PU�^VYSK^PKL�LJVUVTPJ�JVUKP[PVUZ�
increased most, from 55% last quarter up to 68%. Of the three metrics, 
however, this number remains the furthest from its high of 82% recorded 
in Q1 2018.

Short Term Index 
Three-month outlook improves

Economic Confidence 
Confidence rebounds

GLOBAL ECONOMY NATIONAL ECONOMY LOCAL ECONOMY
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Short Term Index is calculated by taking expected net positive change 
in business climate plus expected net positive change in demand plus 
expected net positive change in sales over the next 3 months.

;OL�:OVY[�;LYT�4PKKSL�4HYRL[�0UKL_�YLÅLJ[Z�SLHKLYZ»�L_WLJ[H[PVUZ�MVY�
sales, demand, and overall business conditions for the three months ahead. 
Throughout much of 2019, the Index declined. And last quarter in particular, 
it fell sharply, largely driven by sentiment around the overall business 
climate. In Q4 2019, the Index bounced back notably, from 49 to 70. While 
it remains below the scores recorded in 2017 and 2018, the improved Index 
ZJVYL��JV\WSLK�^P[O�YLIV\UKPUN�JVUÄKLUJL�HUK�TVYL�^PSSPUNULZZ�[V�PU]LZ[��
ZPNUHSZ�[OH[�SLHKLYZ�HYL�TVYL�VW[PTPZ[PJ�HIV\[�[OL�M\[\YL·H[�SLHZ[�[OL�ÄYZ[�
quarter of 2020—than they have been over the past six months. 

Indeed, the proportion of executives expecting conditions to be better 
for business in the months ahead rose from just 16% in Q3 2019 to 26%, 
while those foreseeing a less favorable business climate fell from 17% to 
12%. To back up this sentiment, more business leaders are anticipating 
PUJYLHZLK�ZHSLZ�[V�RPJR�VɈ�����·\W�MYVT�����[V������6US`�VUL�V\[�VM�
nine leaders (11%) expect sales to decrease over the next three months. 

Interestingly, the proportion of executives who believe demand will 
increase (a little more than a third) has remained relatively stable 
throughout 2019, despite the fact that the other two Short Term Index 
metrics have seesawed. 
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For several quarters, we’ve seen middle market executives take an 
increasingly cautious approach to cash management. That trend reversed 
this quarter and the proportion of leaders willing to put an extra dollar to 
work in their businesses rebounded to 70%, just one percentage point 
VɈ�P[Z�HSS�[PTL�OPNO��0U�HKKP[PVU��[OL�U\TILY�VUL�KLZ[PUH[PVU�MVY�[OH[�KVSSHY�
PZ�UV^�PUMVYTH[PVU�[LJOUVSVN �̀�^OPJO�SPRLS`�YLÅLJ[Z�H�NYV^PUN�YLJVNUP[PVU�
of the importance of digital transformation to middle market companies, 
the need to invest in digital solutions in order to remain competitive, and 
cybersecurity concerns. Overall, increased willingness to invest is likely tied 
[V�YLIV\UKPUN�LJVUVTPJ�JVUÄKLUJL�ZLU[PTLU[��/V^L]LY��HTVUN�[OL�����
VM�ÄYTZ�ZH`PUN�[OL`�^V\SK�OVSK�VU[V�[OH[�L_[YH�KVSSHY��[OL�THQVYP[`�^V\SK�
keep it in cash instead of earmarking it for future investment purposes.  

Nearly half of middle market companies continue to say that talent 
management is a top issue for their businesses. With employment 
growth numbers lower than they have been in past years and fewer 
leaders citing tightness in the labor market, executives worry most about 
OV^�[V�YL[HPU�[OLPY�J\YYLU[�Z[HɈ��/V^L]LY��[HSLU[�HJX\PZP[PVU�PZ�Z[PSS�HU�
issue, especially for organizations planning to expand the size of the 
^VYRMVYJL�VY�SVVRPUN�MVY�[HSLU[�^P[O�ZWLJPÄJ�ZRPSSZ��Z\JO�HZ�[OL�0;�ZRPSSZ�
needed for digital transformation.  

Externally, concerns related to the economy have abated since last 
X\HY[LY��JVUZPZ[LU[�^P[O�[OL�PUJYLHZL�ZLLU�PU�LJVUVTPJ�JVUÄKLUJL�SL]LSZ�
overall. However, the proportion of companies citing challenges pertaining 
to the government has increased, particularly around government rules 
and regulations. Seven out of 10 middle market business leaders say that 
state and federal industry regulations have a negative impact on their 
business, but only 22% say the impact is major, while 26% say regulations 
have no impact or a positive one. Some leaders also cite concerns related 
to the upcoming U.S. presidential elections. 

Capital Investment 
Investment appetites resurge

Key Challenges 
Talent and growth remain top challenges

INTERNAL CHALLENGES

1. TALENT MANAGEMENT  48%

2. BUSINESS  39% 

3. COSTS  15%

EXTERNAL CHALLENGES

1. BUSINESS  29%

2. GOVERNMENT  20%

3. COSTS  18%  

4. COMPETITION  17%  

5. ECONOMY  10%

INTERNAL CHALLENGES

1. TALENT MANAGEMENT  57%

2. BUSINESS  59% 

3. COSTS  20%

EXTERNAL CHALLENGES

1. BUSINESS  35%

2. GOVERNMENT  24% 

3. COMPETITION  21%

4. COSTS  17% 

5. ECONOMY  13%

ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT ALLOCATION
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Over the next 12 months, 45% of middle market companies believe their 
costs will rise while just 12% expect a decrease in costs. Among those 
anticipating higher costs, the average rate of the expected increase is up 
from 2.4% in Q3 to 2.7%. However, fewer business leaders (just 15%) 
cite costs as a long-term internal business challenge. 

,]LU�^P[O�JVZ[Z�PUJYLHZPUN��JVTWHUPLZ�HYL�TVYL�JVUÄKLU[�[OHU�[OL`�
^LYL�[OYLL�TVU[OZ�HNV�HIV\[�[OL�M\[\YL�OLHS[O�VM�[OLPY�WYVÄ[�THYNPUZ��
;OLZL�THYNPUZ�HYL�L_WLJ[LK�[V�PUJYLHZL�I`������PU�������VɈZL[[PUN�JVZ[�
increases and perhaps contributing to more favorable expectations for 
the business climate in the months ahead. 

Profit Margins & Cost Structure 
Profit margins will improve despite 
rising costs

PAST 12 MONTHS

KEY FINDINGS
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In The DNA of Middle Market Growth, published in 2018, the Center 
JVUK\J[LK�HU�HUHS`ZPZ�VM�Ä]L�`LHYZ�VM�Middle Market Indicator data. 
We were able to isolate seven growth drivers—market expansion, 
formal growth strategy, innovating and investing, attracting and 
YL[HPUPUN�[HSLU[��ÄUHUJPHS�THUHNLTLU[��JVZ[�LɉJPLUJPLZ��HUK�Z[HɈ�
development—and weight their impact on company growth. In 
addition, from work we did for the 2Q 2019 MMI, we are able to 
PZVSH[L�[OL�LɈLJ[�VM�4(�VU�V]LYHSS�JVTWHU`�NYV^[O��7\[[PUN�[OVZL�
factors together, we can roughly gauge how changes in company 
PU]LZ[TLU[Z�^PSS�HɈLJ[�M\[\YL�NYV^[O�

The middle market’s pullback from international expansion is likely to 
have the biggest impact. A 33% decline in the likelihood of entering new 
foreign markets (compared to a year ago) will take one percentage point 
of growth away from the middle market—a substantial decline. That is 
unevenly distributed, of course: Wholesalers and manufacturers, more 
L_WVZLK�[V�NSVIHS�THYRL[Z�PU�[OL�ÄYZ[�WSHJL��HYL�TVYL�SPRLS`�[V�YLK\JL�
investment overseas and to see their growth slow as a result. So are 
companies in the upper middle market (those with revenues between 
$100 million and $1 billion).

Spotlight 
Pressure on Upper Middle Market Growth?

3.5

2.7

1.7

3.43.2

;OL�YLK\J[PVU�PU�4(�WSHUZ·HIV\[�����MYVT�H�`LHY�HNV·OHZ�SLZZ�
impact on overall middle market growth than one might expect. 
About one-tenth of the middle market’s 7.5% growth in the last 
`LHY�^HZ�PUVYNHUPJ��*\[[PUN�4(�I`�H�ÄM[O�^V\SK��[OLYLMVYL��KYVW�
growth to about 7.3%, all else being equal. But that impact, too, falls 
\UL]LUS �̀�0U�[OL�\WWLY�TPKKSL�THYRL[��4(�HJJV\U[Z�MVY�HIV\[�����
of top-line growth. 

Now, the bigger a middle market company is, the more likely it is 
to be global and the more likely it is to make acquisitions. In all 
likelihood, those two factors have depressed the performance of 
the upper middle market in this quarter. At 6.7%, its growth is, 
unusually, well below the growth of the lower (8.0%) and core (8.2%) 
middle market. If executives stick to their plans to slow international 
expansion and acquire less, these decisions will continue to weigh 
VU�[OL�YLZ\S[Z�VM�\WWLY�TPKKSL�THYRL[�ÄYTZ��

3.1

�!.�!*0�#!/�/$+3��$�*#!/�%*�0$!��+/0�/0.1�01.!��* �,.+ü0�)�.#%*Č�*+0�
absolute percentages. 
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How Big a Bounce?
The middle market ended 2019 with a bounce back—partly back, at 
least—from the worrisome performance we reported in the third quarter. 
But is it back to business as usual? Does the middle market enter the 
new decade boldly or anxiously?

Last quarter we said we would watch three things: whether revenue 
growth and hiring rebound; whether investment activity increases or falls 
M\Y[OLY"�HUK�^OL[OLY�ZLU[PTLU[·JVUÄKLUJL·JVU[PU\LZ�P[Z�KV^U^HYK�
path. All three have recovered. At the same time, all show continuing 
signs of relative weakness.

Expansion
Take growth. Year-over-year revenue growth jumped from 5.8% to 7.5%. 
That is below the 8% range we saw in the last couple of years, but it is 
well above the historical average and consistent with the thesis that last 
quarter was a one-time dip. 

Growth projections, however, tell a less optimistic tale. Each quarter we 
ask executives to report on last year’s growth and forecast what next 
year’s will be. Middle market executives typically lowball these predictions. 
As you can see, a year ago the middle market projected 5.9% growth 
and delivered 7.5%. Worrisome here are not the absolute numbers in 
the forecasts, but their direction—as the chart shows, there’s a slow 
downward drift. It suggests that revenue growth in the next few quarters 
^PSS�Z[H`�ILSV^�[OL����U\TILYZ�^L�ZH^�PU������HUK�[OL�ÄYZ[�OHSM�VM���� �

Employment growth projections show a similar declining trend line. 
Furthermore, a growing number of executives say they will reduce their 
workforce in the next three months. From an all-time low of 3% two 
years ago, that number has slowly but steadily risen to 10%.

Investment
Investment plans are more bullish. The number of companies whose 
plans for the year ahead included adding a new plant or facility, 
introducing a new product, entering a new domestic market, entering a 
new foreign market, and making an acquisition all dropped in the third 
quarter. All look much better now. In particular, domestic expansion 
plans are at an historic high; new product plans are near their peaks. But 
international expansion remains low, probably because of the extra costs 
HUK�\UJLY[HPU[PLZ�VM�[YHKL�JVUÅPJ[��)V[O�4(�HUK�VWLUPUN�UL^�WSHU[Z��
while better than last quarter, are below typical levels. 

One interpretation: Leaders are holding back on expansion plans that 
require big, irrevocable commitments (new facilities, global markets, 
acquisitions) while moving strongly ahead with plans that are easier to 
trim or adjust (new products, new domestic markets). That interpretation 
PZ�JVUZPZ[LU[�^P[O�^OH[�^L�ZLL�PU�[OL�[OPYK�KPTLUZPVU��JVUÄKLUJL�

Confidence
4VZ[�JVUÄKLUJL�PUKPJH[VYZ�OH]L�PTWYV]LK��Z\NNLZ[PUN�[OH[�[OLPY�ZSPKL�
might have bottomed out in the 3rd quarter of 2019. One indicator: Last 
quarter, 18% of executives cited “the economy” as one of their top 
[OYLL�SVUN�[LYT�JOHSSLUNLZ·[OL�OPNOLZ[�^L�OHK�ZLLU�PU�Ä]L�`LHYZ��;OH[�
number is now just 10%—tied for the lowest. Twenty-six percent expect 
the business climate to improve, up from 17% three months ago; 11% 
say it will be worse, down from 16%. And, asked what they would do if 
they had an extra dollar, the number of executives who say they would 
invest it jumped back up to 70%—a high number—after four quarters in 
which it had declined, reaching just 56% three months ago.

But the caution bell still tolls. The most popular choice for a place to put 
that extra dollar is information technology, picked by 18% of leaders. The 
second most popular, at 17%, is to stash it as cash. That is, executives 
are more likely to say they would put money into a rainy day fund than 
into plant and equipment, new hiring, training, or facilities. It seems they 
are not convinced that the economy will support their growth ambitions 
and are holding cash in reserve in case they need it. Another sign of a 
cooling economy: concern about costs, which had risen steadily from 
2016 to the middle of 2018, when 26% cited costs among their top three 
challenges; only 15% say so now—back exactly to where it was in the 
ÄYZ[�X\HY[LY�VM��������

It is important not to make too much of these notes of caution. They 
are there; but the middle market’s dominant tune continues to be 
optimistic, supported by a steady drumbeat of growth, hiring, innovation, 
investment, and (increasingly) digital transformation.
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The National Center for the Middle Market is the leading source of knowledge, leadership, and 

innovative research focused on the U.S. Middle Market economy. The Center provides critical 

data, analysis, insights, and perspectives to help accelerate growth, increase competitiveness, 

and create jobs for companies, policymakers, and other key stakeholders in this sector. Stay 
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From business as usual to business unusual, Fisher College of Business prepares students  

to go beyond and make an immediate impact in their careers through top-ranked programs, 

distinguished faculty and a vast network of partnerships that reaches from the surrounding 
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are uniquely prepared and highly sought, leveraging Fisher’s rigorous, experiential learning 

environment with the resources of Ohio State, a premiere research university with 500,000 

proud Buckeye alumni.

Chubb is the world’s largest publicly traded P&C insurance company and the largest 

commercial insurer in the U.S. With operations in 54 countries and territories, Chubb 

provides commercial and personal property and casualty insurance, personal accident and 

supplemental health insurance, reinsurance and life insurance to a diverse group of clients. 

As an underwriting company, Chubb assesses, assumes, and manages risk with insight and 

discipline. Learn more at chubb.com.


